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The recent study of the algebraic structure of anomalies in gauge theories
using methods of differential geometry has led to a deeper understanding of the
symmetries in these gauge theories at the classical and at the quantum level. In
particular, the universal BRS algebra which shows how the fields and the ghosts mix
together and which was known since the work of Becchi, Rouet and Stora I'l (BRS)
on the renormatisation of gauge theories, has been carefully studied in ref.[2]. In
this algebra two differential operators are present, the d operator which is the usual
exterior derivative on a manifold and the s operator which is the BRS operator
(infinitesimal gauge transformations) operating on ghosts and fields. However, only
Lie algebra-valued 1-form gauge potentials can be incorporated in this formalism.
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Our aim in thta paper is to extand this universal BRS algebra to theories that
can have also p-form gauge potentials with p > 1 (antisymmetric tensor fields), that
is, to theories with a free differential algebra (FDA) as an underlying symmetry.
This kind of gauging has been extensively studied before by d'Auria and Fre and
other authors I3'*' in the group manifold approach of Ne'eman and Regge I5' and has
been applied in this context to construct classical lagrangians of supergravity theories where 2- and 3-form gauge potentials appear besides the 1-forms. These FDA's
appear as the natural extension of Lie algebras which allows a mathematically consistent definition of a gauge theory for these antisymmetric gauge potentials. They
are also well known in the mathematical litterature from the work of Sullivan I6'.
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ABSTRACT
We c o n s t r u c t i n t h i s work, t h e Weil and t h e u n i v e r s a l BRS
a l g r e b r a s of t h e o r i e s t h a t can have as a gauge symmetry a free
differential

( S u l l i v a n ) a l g e b r a , t h e n a t u r a l extension of Lie algetiras

allowing t h e d e f i n i t i o n of p-form gauge p o t e n t i a l s

(p > 1 } .

The

f i n i t e gauge transformations of t h e s e p o t e n t i a l s a r e deduced from t h e
i n f i n i t e s i m a l ones and t h e group s t r u c t u r e i s shown.
meaning of t h e s e

The geometrical

p-form gauge p o t e n t i a l s i s given by t h e notion of a

Quillen superconnection.

We stress here from the beginning, the difference between d and a operators
which is not so evident in refa.[3,4] and also the difference between the fields (which
are forms over a manifold) and the ghosts (the gauge parameters). This distinction
is essential when constructing this BRS algebra.
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Besides its mathematical interest and the non trivial generalizations that it
contains, this universal BRS algebra will be useful for the quantization of theories
based on FDA's. The quantization of gauge theories of antisymmetric tensor fields
has been discussed in the litterature lTiMl and the constructed BRS transformations
show the same ghost for ghost mechanism which we recover here using a purely algebraic approach. This mechanism is necessary for the elimination of the redundant
degrees of freedom of the fields.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2., we give the definition of a free
differential algebra and then introduce the notion of Quillen (super)forms the natplace
-2-

ural objects defining these symmetries. In .section 3., we construct the Weil aigebra
s
•"• associated to the preceding FDA by defining connections and curvatures. In
section -1., following the same approach of Stora I10', we construct the associated
IJKS transformations on all lieids and ghosts by defining a generalized "russian"
formula. In section f>., we nirulruct ihe universal BRS algebra which enables to
manipulate all these (injects of connections, curvatures, ghosts, ghosts of ghosts,...
and then study its d,[d , .s) and •.> .ohomologies in the same spirit of ref.[2]. In
section 0., we show that a 1'MM ii-uiic;.'n a non trivial extension of the group of
gauge transformations- in win.a 7. »v consider two simple illustrative examples.
Section 8. contains our conclusions
2. Definition of free differential algebras

where A is the wedge product of forms on Q* which will be ommitted in all what
follows and 5 is a differential operator acting on Q*. Then, one we can easily see
that the Jacobi identity (1) is obtained from the condition that s2 = 0 on %" •
2.2. Free differential algebras
A dual Lie algebra Cjf* is generated in degree one. That is, all the generators
(x") are one-forms on Q'. Denote this algebra by /l t -• Q' to show this degree, s is
an action from At into A\ /\ At (where here A is the wedge product of two algebras)
and such that s2 — 0. As was demons!raled by Sullivan 1H, one can introduce a
more general algebra by adding generators of higher degree, i.e. 2-forms, 3-forms,
etc. on Q'. There Is a theorem which shows how to construct the most general
FDA iteratively:

We begin this paper by a brief review Lie (super)algebras and then introduce
the concept of free differential algebras.
2.1. Lie algebras
Let (j be a graded vector space of dimension A' with a bajis (E,,, a -- 1,..., N).
A Lie (sujjer)algebra is defined by writing the graded commutator of two generators
of Q as:

i) One starts from a dual Lie algebra Ai as before.
ii) Then introduce n generators of degree two, i.e. 2-forms ( p ' , i =
l,...,n).
These generators generate an algebra A? and so a will be an action from Ai into
At f\ AL.

So its action on the basis (pl) is:
(3)

G'^0 are the graded antisymmetric siructure constants.
The necessary and sufficient condition to be imposed in order to have a true
Lie (super)algebra is the Jacobi identity:
(jA',,, /^|,A' n j + permutations = 0

(1)

where D* • and Qlap^ are constants such that:
Q'

—

I

\"''n'

-•

(

V"Y)'

where the indices a, b, and c are the grades of respectively a, /? and 7 (0 for a bosonic
index and 1 for a fermionic one).

or equivaiently;
Then the condition s2 = 0 on p* will impose further constraints. One finds:
l«:r|n /I,-,)

(4)

But this definition is noi the only one of a Lie algebra. The dual formulation
is also interesting, because it can be easily extended in a natural manner to define
a FDA. So, one usually defines the dual vector space of (J as Q* generated by
the dual basis ( x " > ° — J,..-, Af) which are left invariant one-forms satisfying the
Maurer-Cartan equations:
•n

=0

(2)

and:
e.i (.»,;*, 7 , 4 )

Equation (4) says that /J | r ) such that £) ( ^(£,,)J = D*£J is a matrix representation of the Lie algebra Q labelled by (r) and n the number of generators {/>') is the

dimension of this representation Dlr>, whereas eq.(5) means that Q* (the 3-cochain
of Q with values in the representation D ( r ' such that Qi{Ea,E^,En)
= Q^) is
in fact a 3-cocycle of Q. One can easily see this by writing eq.{5) in the form:

To have a non trivial extension of Aj_, Q' must be a non trivial 3-cocycle. So,
the possible extensions are in one to one correspondence with the cohomology classes
of .ff(A3Cif*,£'r'), where 6^ is the covariant a operator in the Z?'r) representation:
£<r>* = si*- + D^-x". This can be easily proved by considering two extensions one
with Q' and the other with Q% + (t^P)* and see that they are the same modulo a
redefinition of the generators from (p*) to (p'* = p* - F*). We note that there is a
theorem by £ilenberg and Chevaltey I11! saying that there is no non trivial k-cocycle
of Q in the non trivial representations if Q is semi-simple. So to have cocycles in
non trivial representations, one must work with non semi-simple Lie algebras.
iii) One can continue the procedure by introducing 3-forms etc. In general,
having constructed the algebra up to order (Jt — 1), we can add generators of degree
k i.e. k-forms [irA) generating an algebra Ak, then the action of a on (wA) will be:

2.3. Quillen superforniB
In order to understand the action of s on (x",/>\—), we shall now introduce
appropriate forms which have been first used by Quillen I12' in another context.
For this, consider a FDA r)*, extension of a dual Lie algebra <?*, generated by
the forms {ait
= {(ff I ), ("fc )•—} where the indices a, 6,... label representations
it } =
of Q and p = 1,2,... are the degrees of the forms. To each set of p-forms (ffiP'), we
can associate a dual basis (Eai-P~1)} and then define an extension of the Lie algebra
Q as the vector space r) generated by the basis {Ea(p~^} = {(E"l°>), (£ fcll >),...},
(jra(0)) are the usual generators of the Lie algebra Q with (a) running in the adjoint
representation of Q and £ ° ( P ~ ' ) commutes or anticommutes with a according to
the parity of ( p - 1): «.£(*> = [-l)"E^Ka.
The Quillen (super)form is defined by:

It is the sum of forms of different degrees and is a generalisation of a Lie algebra
valued form to an tj-valued form. By definition it anticommutes with s since the
product (CT"J,)£'aP~^) has an odd degree with respect to 3.
We define also the p-cocycles:
C<»> : A'rf —> r,

As before,

*' defined by d^(Ea)^
= d*B forms a matrix representation of Q and
is a (k+l)-cocycle of the algebra:
Bk+i=

Atl Ail;,

q = 2,3,... by their action on a basis of rj, where for example C' 2 ' is just the
usual commutator when it acts on two generators of the Lie algebra Q. C'"'
is completely defined by a set of coefficients C$a and for consistency, one must
impose 3.C<«> = (-)'CW.«. Then the action of s on E is:

with values in the representation rf(*J and with respect to its covariant s operator.
To have a non trivial extension, this cocycle must be non trivial.
and the cocycle conditions can be derived by definition from s 2 = 0:
By a theorem of Sullivan I6', this is the moat general minimal extension of a
dual Lie algebra Ai = Q'. It is free in the sense that there is no algebraic relations between the generators besides the (anti)commutativity. Any other algebra
is isomorphic to the tensor product of this minimal extension with a contractible
algebra of the form A,;(it\ s/f') where JC* are other generators.

which puts further constraints on the set of coefficients
-6-
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As an example, we shall now show that eqs.(2) and (3) can be written in a
single equation using the Quillen (super)forms. So, we limit ourselves to the first
extension (see section 2.2.), i.e. we introduce besides the 1-forms x",<* = l,...,N
the 2-Forms p',i = l,...,n. The extension of the Lie algebra Cjf is the algebra
rj = Q e r generated by the two sets of generators [Ea,a = 1, ...,N) and (£,-,* =
1, ...,n) denoted commonly by [Ea,a - a,i). (Ea) are the generators of Q denned
before, whereas (£;) are generators of T constructed as the dual basis of (p1) and
anticommuting with s.
We define a commutator c in rj by its action on these generators as:
e : tj A t; —> ij

and see that s 2 E = 0 by using the Jacobi identity, the representation and 3-cocyde
conditions.
3. The Weil algebra
As said in the beginning, one has to make a difference between the s operator
which defines the underlying symmetry (FDA) and acts on forms of n* (possibly
functions over a manifold) and the action of the d operator which acts on connections
and curvatures.
To construct the associated Weil algebra I8'°l, we must introduce for each generator of the FDA a corresponding connection and its reiated curvature and define
the action of the exterior derivative d — dx"djdzl* of the manifold on these new
fields.
In the general case, the Weil algebra W(t)} associated to a FDA rj* is given by
introducing the connection:

and a 3-cocycle q in t) anticommuting with s by:
and the curvature:
q : r) A f) A t)

*

all Quillen forms where (E tt(p l>) were denned before. Then the the action of d on
A and F is given by:

dA =

F-Y~

The coefficients C ^ , £>^ and <2^ 7 are the same as before.
The Quillen (super)form is a form revalued constructed from (x") and (p*):

it is the sum of the 1-forms (x") and the 2-forrns (p*), but have an odd total degree
with respect to s.
Then, we easily check that eqs. (2) and (3) can be put in a single equation
using the definitions of the commutator c and the 3-cocycle q as:

and one can easily see that d2 — 0 on A and F. We suppose as ,s that d also
commutes or anticommutes with C' p ) according to the parity of (p): d.C' p ' =
(-yc^.d.
The second relation is usually known as the Bianchi identity in the Lie
algebra case. This construction is a trivialization of the FDA since the d-cohomology
of the Weil algebra is trivial as we shall see in section 5.2.
For example, the action of the operator d in the Weil algebra W(q*} of the
FDA rf" - Q* © r* generated by only (x") and (p;) is defined by introducing
the <J-valued forms, the one-form connection A = A°[z)dz'lEa and the two-form

curvature F = ±F™ (x)dx^dx"Ea

4. The BRS algebra

such that:
(7a)

and:
(76)
a

This corresponds to the usual Weil algebra associated to Q* generated by ( x ) .
The other part which corresponds to F* is defined by F-valued forms, the twoform B = \B]u/{x)dx>idx''Ei and its curvature H = ^Hilwpdx<idx"dx<'Ei which is a
three-form. They correspond to the antisymmetric tensors B^, and H^u/fi carrying
an index in a representation £>'*") of Q. Then the action of d is:
= U- c(A,B) - -q{A,A,A)
6

(8a)

= c{F,B)-c(A,H)-'-q{F,A,A)

(86)

and:

we see here that d appears always in the following form A^ = d6} +
is the covariant exterior derivative in the D' r * representation.

which

We can easily verify that d? = 0 on the Weil algebra generated by [A"),
(Fa), (B') and (IP), whereas the covariant derivative denned above obeys A*-AJ =

We have defined in the last chapters a FDA rj* as a symmetry based on an
extension of a. Lie algebra by introducing higher degree forms. Then the corresponding Weil algebra W(rj) has been constructed by introducing the related connections
and curvatures.
Now, we want to define the action of the .s operator {gauge transformations)
on the fields A", B', Fa, H* etc. For this, we must regard now the generators of the
FDA as functions (O-forms) over a manifold: Xa(x) and p'{x). We shall associate
to them a ghost degree (which is equivalent to the form degree on Q' denned in
chapter 2. for x" and p'): 1 to x"(z) and 2 to p'(x). We call these fields ghosts of
maximal degree.
4.1. General case
The most direct way to define gauge transformations (maybe not the usual
one) is by constructing the BRS algebra, i.e. by postulating the "russian" formula
of Stora I lo l. This formula is simply a construction of an isomorphic algebra to the
Weil algebra where the d operator is replaced by (d + s) and all the generators are
replaced by translated ones. So all the algebraic operations which were valid in the
Weil algebra remain valid in this isomorphic algebra, such as for example the fact
that d? — 0 which becomes (d + a)2 = 0 and hence implies that ds + sd — 0 since
s2 = 0. This algebra is in some sense an interpolation between the FDA and the
Weil algebra and so defines the action of s i.e. gauge transformations on the fields.
The gauge transformations are completly defined by the ghosts x"(x) ^nd p'fi)
and other ghosts which appear in the translated generators as we shall see. This
kind of construction has been used in the context of anomaly calculations in gauge
theories I10'13!. Here we shall follow the same steps and try to construct the BRS
algebra associated to the FDA and the Weil algebra constructed in chapters 2 and
3.
We shall discuss at the beginning the case of a general FDA i;*. Its BRS algebra
is constructed from the Weil algebra fV(rj) by writing the following translations on
the fields:
A

M

-I.)

_

«(p)

and:
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for p - 1,2,... where we introduce p ghosts for the gauge potentials A? > and
(p - 2) for the curvatures F?.. The superscript indicates the ghost degree and the
subscript the form degree. We note that A?, and f|'' + 1 i are the connections and
the curvatures defined in the Weil algebra whereas <4|*QI are the ghosts of maximal
degree of the FDA and that in order to end with a free algebra (no algebraic
relations between the generators besides commutativity), one has to translate also
the curvature.
The action of d and s on all the fields and the ghosts is obtained by expanding
this translated algebra for each bidegree: the ghost degree and the form degree. We
recover the Weil algebra at one extreme and the FDA at the other.
In this BRS algebra, one can prove the triviality of the d and (d+s) cohomology
algebras, whereas the s cohomology algebra is just that of the minima! algebra
'
) for p — 1,2,... (last ghosts in the translations).
generated by
) and
We shall discuss this in the next chapter.
In order to understand this construction, we shall give two examples, the first
is the usual one known as the "russian" formula of R.Stora '"'1 in the case of gauge
theories of Lie algebras and the second one is the case of extensions to the first
order.
4.2. The Russian formula
Kirst we recall the usual construction based on a Lie algebra (usual gauge
theories) I10'13'2!. The Weil algebra based on a Lie algebra Q is generated by the
(/-valued connections A — A"E,t and curvatures F — F"Ea, where [Ea) are the
generators of Q.
The action of d is given by:
dA - F

c(A, A) - F - A2

We then construct an isomorphic algebra by making the following translations:
A —> A-r x

F —» F

and we define a bidegree for each of these quantities: one is the form degree and
the other is the ghost degree. For instance, we define the bidegree (1,0) for d and

- J1 -

Then expanding these relations for each bidegree, we find the BRS transformations on the fields:
(2,0)

dA - F -A2

(1,1)
(2,0)

sA + dx =
sX = t

-AX-

and:
(3,0)

dF=FA-AF

(2,1)

sF = FX - XF

Hence, we aee that this defines the action of J on A and F (gauge transformations). The other equations were already known in the FDA and in the Weil
algebra.
It is shown, in reference [2] that in this algebra generated by
(A",F",xa}dxa,a=l1...,N)
or related generators , the cohomology of d and (d + s) is trivial. That is, each
cocycle of d or [d + s) is a cobounbary. The s cohomology has also been computed
and it was shown that it is connected to the cohomology of s modulo d which is the
one needed for anomaly computations in gauge theories.
4.3. The extension t o the first order

dF - c{F,A) = FA- AF

d —> d t s

A, (2,0) for F and (0,1) for s and x- This isomorphic algebra is constructed by
(A + x) and F such that:

Similarly, we want to define gauge transformations for B* and Hx. So, we
write first the total Weil algebra given by the action of d on Aa,Fa,Bi
and H\
See eqs.(7a-b) and (8a-b).
To define the BRS algebra, we have to construct an isomorphic algebra to this
Weil algebra where we replace d by [d + $) and A,F,B and H by translated objects

in such a way that alt the newly introduced generators are free. The BRS algebra
corresponding to the first eqs.(7a-b) was denned in section 4.2. For eqs.(8a-b), we
can easily see that due to the presence of the terms q(A,A,A) and q(F,A,A), the
translations must be the following in order to keep the algebra free:
B
H

where h, b and p are new T-valued 0,1 and 2-forms respectively. b,p and h can be
interpreted as respectively the ghosts of B,b and H.
We associate the following bidegrees to these fields: (2,0) to B, (1,1) to 6, (0,2)
to p, (3,0) to H and (2,1) to h. When we make all the translations in eqs.(Sa-b)
and expand them for each bidegree we get the BRS transformations:

(2,1)

dB =

Let ti = (J © T be the extension of the finite dimensional real Lie algebra
Q with basis (Ea,a = 1,..,N) and {Ei,\ = 1, ...,n). We consider four copies
QA>QF> <?X a n d ^i °* t ' l e ^ u a ' s P a c e <?* w ' t n d u a l D a s i a denoted respectively by
{Aa),(Fa),{Xa)
and (>«) and also eight copies r f l . r j f . r j . r j . r j TJ.TJ and T*e of
the dual space T* with dual basis (B'), (if*), (6'), ( / ) , (fc»), (£'), (f*) and (B*).
We define A(rj) as the free graded commutative algebra generated by A", x" in
degree one, by Hl,h',C and f' in degree three, by Fa,<j>a,Bi,bi,pi in degree two
and by 6l in degree four. That is:

H-c(A,B)--q(A,A,A)
= A[Q) 9 A(T)

6b + »B = h - c(X,B) - e(A,b)-±q[A,A,X)
It

(1,2)

After having defined all the actions of s and d operators on the fields, we shall
now study in more detail the algebra generated by these fields at the first extension.
We shall pursue the same steps as in ref.[2j for the case of a Lie algebra.
5.1. T h e universal BRS algebra A{n)

H

(3,0)

S.The universal BRS algebra of a free differential algebra

dp + sb = -c[X,b) - c{A,p) -

where:

A(Q) =

^q(A,X,x)

(0,3)

(

)

U

is the algebra of ref.[2], and:

)

and:

A(T) = (srj)
(4,0)

=

c(F,B)-c(A,H)--q{F,A,A)

(3,1)

+ sll = c{F,b) - c(X,H) - e(A,h)

(2,2)

=

, A)

c[F,p)-c(x,h)-±q(F,X,x)

So, we see that we have defined all the gauge transformations of the fields.
This kind of gauge transformations is very interesting in gauge theories, it contain
the well known ghost for ghost mechanism. See [7,14]. What is new here is the
appearance of a ghost for H. It can be forgotten only if B and H are in the
trivial representation and q{A,A, A) is absent or replaced by a Chern-Simons term
tr(AF-±A3),
for this one must allow the appearance of terms of the form G'abFaAb
in eq.(8a). In these cases one finds the usual gauge transformations of refs.[7,14]
(ghost for ghost mechanism) or of raf.{l5] (Green-SchwarU mechanism).
-13-

® (sr*b) 9 1ST;) ® (ST;) 9 (AF;) ® (Arj

;

AQf* is the exterior algebra ©newA"(jf* of multilinear antisymmetric forms on
Q graded by giving the degree n to the elements of AnQf*. SQ* is the algebra
®neNSnQ* of the polynomials on Q evenly graded by giving the degree (2n) to
the elements of S"Q*. AT* is the exterior algebra ©ngjirAT* of multilinear antisymmetric forms on T graded by giving the degree (3n) to the elements of AT*.
ST* is the algebra ©newSr* of the polynomials on Q evenly graded by giving the
degree (2n) to the elements of S T * (but (4n) to the elements of S T * ) . ® is the
(skew)tensor product of graded algebras I1*!.
On the space 17 S> A(r)), there is a natural bilinear bracket c(...,...) defined by:
c(X 9 P, Y 9 Q) = c(X, Y) 9 (P.Q)
for any X, Y e v and P, Q G A(t)).
-lit-

There is also a trilinear bracket q(...,...,...) defined by:

sh = c(F,p) - c{X,h) -

q{X ® P, Y ® Q, Z ® ft) = q[X, Y, Z) ® (F.Q.iJ)

-q{F,X,x)
c(F,p) - c(Ati) -

p[F,X,

for any X, V, Z G IJ and P, Q, Ji 6 j4(fl).
S( = c{4>, p) - c[x, f) - ~q{4>, X, X)

We use the same notations for the bilinear (trilinear) bracket in TJ ® A(rj) and
the commutator (3-cocycle) in r) defined in section 2.3.

s$ = c(0,M - c(F,f)
- c(c(F,A),p)

The rj-valued forms introduced in the last chapter are elements of JJ ®
A

A = YHa E<t ® "

for

an<

-c(x,»}-q[F,<j>,X)
-±q{c(F,A),X,x)

i similarly for F, x,& .whereas B = J ^ £ ; ® B* and similarly

H,k,i,i,b,p,«.

We have denned dA", ...,dB', ...,sA",...,$B*,...

dA = Y2E

With these notations, we get:

in A(rj) by:

^

3

^

= c(F,A)

= F--c{A,A)

and:

and:
Then,

= c(<t>tx)
and:

for the Lie algebra part, together with:

SB\...)

dB = H - c{A,B) -

p{A,A,A)

extend respectively uniquely as ant ideri vat ions d and a of A(r/). Then one can check
that d and s are of degree one and satisfy:

dH = c(F, B) - c(A, H) - ±q(F, A, A)
d =0
d$ - 0
dB = 0

dh = $
and:
sB = h-t~
sH=~e

«(X,B) - -q{A,A,x)

- c(A,b)

+ c{F,b) - c(X,H) - q{F,X,A) - c{A,h)

sb = - f - c(x,b) - -q{A,x,x)

~ c{A,p)

sp = ~c(x,p) - -q(x,X,x)

ds + sd = 0

-15-

s =0

Thus d, .s and (d + s) are three differentials on the graded algebra A(TJ), we denote
the corresponding graded algebras of cohomology by H(d),H(s) and H(d + s). We
shall study these algebras in the next section.
We introduce now the underlying bigraduation on A(TJ) by giving the following
bidegrees:
Aa—>{1,G)
B< — (2,0)

F" —. (2,0)
6 * — • (1,1)

(2,1)

o

and

xa —»(o,i)
pi

• (0,2)

C' —- (1,2)

-lG-

<pa

(1,1)

/ / * — • (3,0;

e* —^ (3,1)

Proof:

So, we have:

A(V)=

A" (ft)

0

(a) A(tj) is freely generated by the homogeneous elements

A"tF'',Bi,bi,pi,hi

.vith:
and

dAa,dF",dB\dbi,dpi,dti
jlid the total degree of an homogeneous element of bidegree (r, s) is (r + s). The
differentials d and a are respectively of bidegrees (1,0) and (0,1) so the cohomology
algebras H{d) and H(s) are bigraded algebras,

H(d) =

Thus, A{r}) = (®a{Aa,dAa})®
•••®{®i{Bi,dBi})®--'
a tensor product of
graded differential algebras. By the Kunneth theorem l lT ', we have:
",dAa}) ® • • • ®

H{A{*i)td) =

r

H(®i{B\dBi})

e(rit)en'H "W
But an algebra of the form {a, da) is a contractible algebra and so has a trivial
cohomology by Sullivan theorem '*'. Then:

and:

H(d) = Ha'°(d) = R
wiiereas //(d + s) ia simply a graded algebra.
We shall refer to the above structure as the universal BRS algebra of the FDA

(b) Prom the definition of A{vt), it follows that A(r/) is also generated by

A",Fa,Bi1bi,pi,hi

1'We remark that the subalgebra generated by only AatFa,Bx
and H* ia stable
by d and that equipped with d, it is just the Weil algebra of the FDA t) : W[TJ).
See chapter 3.

and by (d + s)A",..., [d + s)h\ Thus again (A{rj),d + s) is contractible so that:
H(d + s) =

5.2. The d and (d + s) cohomologies of A(rj)
5.3. The s cohomology of A(rj)
We have the following theorem concerning H(d) and H(d + s) similar to a
theorem of reference [2j.
Theorem:
(a) The d cohomology of A(r}) is trivial, i.e. Hk'l(d)
integers k,l such that k + I > 1 and H°'°(d) = R.

= 0 for any positive

To study H(s), we first write the free graded commutative differential algebra
{A(r)),s) as a tensor product of a contractible algebra and a minimal algebra •'''.
This can be done by noticing that A(T}} is freely generated by the homogeneous
elements:

Aa,aAa,x'",F'',B\sBi,bi,8bi,i>i,H\h,i,sHi
now the algebra generated by:

(b) The (d+s) cohomology of A(r)} is trivial, i.e. H"(d + s) = 0 for any integer
n> I and H°{d+a) = R.
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A", sA", B\ sB\b\ sb\ h\ skf
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-

is contractible, whereas the algebra generated by xa,Fa,p'
to:

and hl is isomorphic

as graded algebra and is minimal for s in view of:

—

-

*

•

.

«

,

_*»..

—

Then by redoing the same steps as before: constructing the Weil algebra and the
BRS algebra. We find that the minimal algebra for calculating the s cohomology is
generated by x™. f a .P a l l d ^ Bncii t n a t :
a

X

—

2. M

sF" = cJ5,.F V

1 ,

sk = trFx2
sh = e(F,p) -

So, we see that tr\3 is no more a non trivial s-cocycle since it can be expressed
as sp. However a new non trivial ,8-cocycle appears namely : h + trFx a* c a n be
seen easily from the last relations. So now the generators of the cohomology algebra
H(a) must contain trF7 and (h + trFx) f° r this extension of the SU(2) Lie algebra.

We see that:
i) -sx and sp is the differential over AQ* ® 5F* which enables to define the
cohomology of Tf =• QffiT with real values.
ii) sF and s/t define the action of r) on the space: SQ' ® AT*.
Then we can say that the s cohomology of A(r}) coincides with the s cohomology
of the subalgebra generated by the elements xa,Fa>P' and hl. However, we can not
calculate the cohomology H(s) exactly as in the reductive Lie algebra case where
H(s) was the tensor product of the algebra of invariants polynomials ls(Q) o n Q
with the algebra of invariant forms JA(<?) on Q: H(s) = Js(<?) ®/ A (</)- See [2].
Here a phenomenon of creating and killing cohomology appears as we shall see in
the following example.
5.4. Example
Consider the simple example of 517(2) Lie algebra:

where c ^ are the structure constants of SU(2) Lie algebra. The only invariant
form on SU(2) is frx 3 since SU(2) is of rank 1. See for example (2). So we can
extand our algebra by introducing a scalar 2-form p such as:
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6. Finite gauge transformations
The BRS algebra of the last chapter has been constructed by cohomological
methods in the dual algebra where all the transformations were linear. We shall now
:ihow that by eliminating the ghost degrees, we can find the finite gauge transformations that generalize the well known ones: A" = g~lAg + g~1dg and F" = g~lFg
where g is a group valued function over a manifold to the case where 2-form gauge
potentials are also present. We shall show that they form a group, i.e. the product
of two successive gauge transformations is again a gauge transformation. This is
reflected in the BRS algebra by the fact that s 2 = 0 on all the fields.

where 6 now depends on v(i),b(x),h(i) and p[x). h,b and p are respectively 2,1
and O-forms (without ghost degrees) which correspond to h,b and p used in the
BRS algebra and similarly for g,a and a.
Exponentiating as before these infinitesimal variations and using the representation and cocycle conditions, we find the following finite gauge transformations
with g = e" and 6 = 6(v,b,h,p);
exp[6)a = g~lag
exp(S)a = g~l(a -dp-

From the BRS algebra, one can easily write the infinitesimal gauge transformations on all the fields just by eliminating the ghost degrees. For example, one
: i rids for the Liu algebra part:
6{v)A[x) = dv(x) + A[x)v(x) - v[x)A[x)

c(A,p))g

exp{S)B = g~l{B +fc+ db + e(A,b))g
exp(6)H = g~l{H + dh + c{A,h) + c{F,l))g
where:

6(v)F(x) = F{x)v{x) - v{x)F{x)
6{v}u{x) = u(x)v[x) - v(x)u(x)
v\x) is the infinitesimal parameter of the gauge transformation and it is a commuting
O-form Lie algebra valued. It replaces the ghost x{x)- uix) ' a a ' s o a O-form Lie
algebra valued, a is replaced by 6 which depends on v(i) and it carries no ghost
degree. Then, by doing some trivial calculations and using the Jacobi identity, we
r.-litain the following finite transformations:

and:

exp(S[v))A =• ("Me" + fi-'de"

= 6"g(v,F,A)

exp(6{v))F = e~'Fe"
exp{6[v))u = <r"ue"
winch are the usual gauge transformations when g is connected to the identity gauge
transformation g = txp{v"E,,), exp is the usual exponential map exp : Q —t G.
So one recovers the usual gauge transformations using this simple trick.
Similarly, let us apply this for the T-part of the algebra. From the BRS algebra,
we can write the following infinitesimal transformations:
S(v,b, h,p)B = db + c(A, b)+k-

(94)
or simply:

— —c[v,a)

t>(v,b,h,p)H = d'h + c(A,h)~c(v,H)

We remark that when B is f-algebra valued B = B*Ei , then we can easily
show by using:
c(Ei,Ta)
=-DTBi
that:

c(v, B) + -q[A, A, v)

6{y,b,h,p)a = -dp — c{A,p) — c(v,a)
6(v,b}h,p)c

where 6 is the gauge transformation operator. We note that $(A,g) and '
are a sort of non-abelian extension of this symmetry which vanishes if the 3-cocycle
is zero. Despite the fact that these finite transformations are very complicated, they
form a group as we shall show.

+c(F,b) + q(F,v,A)

g-lBg = D(g)B
which is the usual action of the representation D(g) of g on B.
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Another interesting property of the infinitesimal transformations (9a-e) is the
fact that they form a closed algebra under the commutator. One can easily prove
by using the Jacobi identity, the representation and the 3-cocycle conditions the
following commutator identity which applies to all the fields:

\6(v,b,hJ),S(u,a,g,a)\ = S(-e[v,a),g[y,xt,A),g(v,u,F),O)

7. Examples
Now, we give two simple examples to illustrate all this formalism.
7.1. Example 1
Take the following dual Lie algebra Q' defined by (eab1 ea,rj") such as:

We note that this formula contains the usual result \6V, SJj = ^|u,»] which applies
to A and F.
So now, by the Haussdorf's formula:

where $1 = 6(vi,bi,hi,j>i) and 62 = ^(fs.&a,'^,/!^) are two successive gauge transformations and since the algebra of gauge transformations is closed under the commutator by the last result, we have:
= exp(63)

where tab,ria and e° are 1-forms respectively in the adjoint, in the spinorial and
in the vectorial representations of SO(3,\). r;u is of Majorana type fja — ri^C^a,
where Cpa is the conjugation charge matrix.
We can easily show that Wh = i)Yar)eh - fjThT)ea is a non trivial 3-cocycle in
the adjoint representation. So, we can have an extension of Q* by introducing a
2-form 3" h in this representation such that:

for the finite gauge transformations, where:

with:

The Lie algebra Q is generated by Mat,. Qa>Pa (Qu ' s a graded generator
carrying a fermionic degree). Their commutation relations are the following;

which corresponds to the usual group multiplication:
(ffi-Sto) = (ffiffs) <=>«'".e" a
and with:

c[Mab>Pc)

63 = 61 +~b2
fc3 = hi +h?

—q{vl,c[vi,v2),A)
1
—q[vi,c(vi,v2),F)

H

and all the other commutators are zero. This is not the superPoLncare algebra since:

H

P3 ~ Pi + ^2

the transformations on 6 and h are A and F dependent.
So in view of this, the set of finite gauge transformations forms a group under
multiplication. We remark that the finite gauge transformations show the same
phenomenon of ghost for ghost mechanism at the group level.
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= +r,a<:Pb

For the T algebra part, we introduce the generators Nab anticommuting with
i. The commutator with Mab is defined by:
c(Mab,Ncd)
and the 3-cocycle by:

=

and one has d J = /. We remark that I is an odd form on space-time and that J is

and all other commutators and 3-cocycles are zero.

an even form. This is the contrary of what is obtained in usual Lie algebras.
So, using the Quillen form:
7.3. Example 2
E = \iabMah + Qar," + caPa + i/T 6 7\U

The PDA fj* of the Sohnius-West model I ie l defined in ref.[3] is generated by tab,
t) , ea, K 1-forms respectively in the adjoint, in the spinorial, in the vectorial and in
the scalar representations of 50(3,1) and by 5 2-form in the scalar representation,
can be written in the form (6) provided we define the tf-valued form:
a

[Q ® T)-algebra valued, we recover the form of eq.(6).
One can easily check by applying the s operator that one has the following
s-invariants: tre3 and: /J^t^e™ - 2fjTar)ebtba. The first invariant is the usual one
known in the dual Lie algebra Q* and the second exists because 0ab is in the same
representation as e .
We shall now show that one can find the d-invariants and Chern-Simons terms
I1S1 associated to these ^-invariants. For this, we construct the related Weil algebra
hy introducing connections uiab, $a,Va (1-forms on a manifold) and Bab (2-forms)
and the corresponding curvatures Ratl,pa,Ta (2-forms) and Cab (3-forms) such
that:

S=

Qar,"

TJ is generated by (JWoh, Pa, Qa) the superPoincare generators and a the chiral generator in degree zero and by r a generator of degree one which anticommutes with

The commutators and cocycles of the generators are given by:
c[Mab,Mcd)

dwah = Rab + wacu;ct

= +r)<xcMbd - rjadMbc ~ Ibc^ad

+

e(Afafc, Pa) = +TlaDPb - IJ0bPo

df = Pa + Jw"*(IW)«
dva = r ° + wabvb
dB"b ~ C"b + ua

-

Baauc

and:
and:

dKab =
ah

dp" = -^R (rabW'
4

dT" = -RahVh
-R'"'Bcb

+ -

and all others are zero.

4

ab b

+ w T

- (a

+ u>acC':b

If one expands eq.(6) for each degree, one tecovers the explicit algebra given
in ref.[3) which was used to construct the action of the Sohnius-West model in the
group manifold approach:

6)

Then we can easily verify by direct computation that:
3

= ta°teb

2

3

i) tre is associated to (rJi and to the usual Chern-Simons term tr{wR — jw ).
ii) (^t^e"" - 2fjraTiebcba) is associated to / =
Chern-Simons term is:
1

"

C^^

+ 4ipTaPTa) and its

-2 5-

= rab{
= eabe»

sK = 0
ba

i

ST,"

+

abl : a

B "° )

sS
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The associated Weil algebra is generated by the connections wab,•&",¥",A all
1-forms together with the 2-form T and their curvatures Rah, pa,Ra,R and R* such
that:

cf i \ DAV

b{i)H
SyljR

ntic co

k

ac

net

= -K «i + t L A;
= —Ha e t 4-1^ JZ — iffiX p

duab = Rab

6(l)fl* = 0

<ty<* = pa
dva = Ra

«(l)rl=0

dA = R
S[l] is defined by the set of infinitesimal parameters t"*,*".^™,/:! and «! O-forms
and functions on space-time, ti a 1-form and ri a 2-form.

-$T

One can show after some trivial calculations that:
The Bianchi identities are:
dRah = ua

such i

dp" =
dRa = u"

(

- ipTarl>

at
(2)

ac cb
— ~ £ l £2

dR = 0
dR' = ~i

Then, from the BR.S algebra, it is easy to deduce the following infinitesimal
transformations:

uab = def + e^w"1
6{l)Va = del + tf Vb

which shows that these small variations form a closed algebra by the commutator.
The first parameter is just the product of two successive rotations and the second is
the translation induced by two supersymmetry transformations. We note that the
variations of t and r depend on the connections and the curvatures of the 1-forms.

6(1)4, = dVl + i f f (r
S(l)A = dk1
6(l)T = dti - i^
=0
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7. Conclusion
A FDA has been known in the context of the group manifold approach to be
: lie underlying symmetry of some supergravity theories and in general of theories
retaining p-form gauge potentials {p > 1). We have shown in this work how to
uEistriic; consistent Weil ami BRS algebras of a general FDA by stressing the dif1
rente between the d a:id a operators. The construction was done geometrically by
;.iitLi..ti!i).', some few cohomologica! principles as the fact that d2 — s2 = ds + sd — 0
.iiitl iiuivdii<:ini; the minima] number of ghosts one needs in order to have free alge.nis. This IJRS algebra which shows a ghost for ghost mechanism will be useful in
the quanr.iza.tion of gauge theories of antisymmetric gauge fields. Together with the
•...irresponding aritighosts which we have not considered here it will also allow us to
>:oiisr,rucl invariant iagrangians. We have shown also that the infinitesimal gauge
uanslom.iition;; it) the LtRS algebra induce finite gauge transformations on p-forms
iittieriilizirig the known ones on 1-form potentials. The natural object defining a
"DA, tin; Quiilen (supcr)co:i!iection, which is tile formal sum of forms of different
degrees has bttn introduced. It may help to imdestand the geometrical meaning of
g.-'ige theories of p-lornis on a manifold. Finally, by considering two simple illuslrcitive examples, we iiave shown that this construction contains many interesting
features as for example a new form for the Chern-Simons terms and also a new kind
of gauge transiormations.
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